THE GOODS

Your source for what’s new, novel, and essential
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1. The graphic element is minimal and subtle,
even abstract, but Stark’s new Soma rug, made
of the finest grades of wool and silk, has a big
effect on any room at home. starkcarpet.com

2. You won’t have to wait for the next lunar
or solar eclipse to see nature’s big show.
The Eclipse Light, in white (36” diam.), from
Found, replicates the effect in your home.
foundforthehome.com

3. The Malden Reading Light from Vaughan
features a flexible goose-neck arm, while the
leather covering adds a luxurious depth and
texture to the item. Available in brass, bronze,
and brushed nickel with a leather or metal arm.
vaughandesigns.com

4. Charlotte Moss is well known for her
interior designs—now she debuts her first
jewelry collection for P.E. Guerin. Figuring
into the collection is the Basketweave,
made of 24-karat gold on a bronze finish.
charlottemoss.com

5. The Luca Cucina Chair from Quintus is
a perfectly balanced side chair for dining or
occasional use. Its sculptural frame has eased
edges and tapers in fluid lines so the chair’s
shape is angular yet soft. quintushome.com
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6. Inspired by Japanese art, the lines of the
Philippe Hurel Tadeus coffee table make for a
study in purity. Available from George Cameron
Nash in simple bronze or bronze with a white
gold-leaf patina. georgecameronnash.com
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7. The Loiner Statue, in bronze and iron, delves
into the very origins of art. Borrowing forms,
textures, and materials from primitive and
ethnographic sculpture, it’s rooted in history, yet
completely modern. Available at Bungalow 5.
bungalow5.com
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11. As appropriate for the kitchen as it is for a
dining room, the circular Royere dining table
from Julian Chichester is a beautiful morayquartered oak table with angled tapering legs
on rounded feet. julianchichester.com
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12. The Shade Store, a leading resource for
premium custom window treatments, launches
Alexa Hampton for The Shade Store, a curated
collection of mini printed blackout roller
shades. Available in a variety of prints and
colors. theshadestore.com
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13. The Popstar gin and cocktail bar
from Buster + Punch is made of pure American
walnut or black oak. The bar features a novel
quilted black leather back panel and is
fitted with a knurled solid steel light fitting.
busterandpunch.us
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14. Found in France by Back Row Home,
this beautiful twentieth-century rattan settee
offers seating for three. Noted for its intricate
workmanship and designed with rattan
and cane, the piece is truly a work of art.
backrowhome.com

8. The Ivory Silhouette, designed by Starr
Daniels for Gracie, is a hand-painted Chinese
silhouette scenic wallpaper set on a pieced, nonantiqued ivory ground. The design is intricate
and decidedly elegant. Available at Ken Kehoe &
Company. graciestudio.com kenkehoe.com
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9. Hector Finch’s Tiber Pendant, defined
by a swirled glass, mirrored shade, echoes
mid- twentieth-century industrial lighting
sources. Great over kitchen islands, counters,
or in utility spaces, it emits a warm golden
glow. Available at Harbinger. hectorfinch.com
harbingerla.com
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10. Cheyenne is a chenille woven stripe,
inspired by the handmade blankets of the
indigenous Native American tribes of the plains
of Wyoming. Cheyenne is part of Castel’s new
Big Sky collection. castelmaison.com
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